Tidally Related Heterogenities Sought
Parameterized For Refined Reservoir Model
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ABSTRACT

PRELIMINARY REFLECTIONS

Beneath Longyearbyen, in Central Western Svalbard, the Upper Triassic to Lower
Jurassic (Carnian-Bathonian) Kapp Toscana Group is targeted to store CO2 emitted by
the local energy plant (Braathen et al. 2012).

Presenting data from fieldwork finished July 2012.
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The targeted reservoir is strategically placed. Previous studies (Dallmann, 1999) show
that the reservoir largely consists of tidal and marginal marine deposits belonging to the
extensive westwards prograding Carnian coastline (Riis and Lundschien, 2008;
Glørstad-Clark 2010).

OBJECTIVES
The aim of the study is to describe tidally influenced sediments and their inherent
latereal heterogeneities in such detail that their characteristics can be parameterized
and implemented into a reservoir model, successfully predicting fluid behavior.
Additional foci are improved understanding of tidal systems and the environments
prevailing when the studied sediments were deposited.
The study of heterogenities in tidal deposits can lead to improved reservoir modeling.
This will especially benefit the Longyearbyen CO2-project and reservoir modeling in
tidal deposits in general.

Composite log, A. Mørk

A selection of logs and photos from July 2012 fieldwork at
Deltaneset, from middle of the panorama.
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Results will provide an overview of the range of facies and architecture that can be
expected marginal marine sedimentary successions influenced by tidal forces. The
identified variation in geometry, grain size and porosity/permeability will yield
quantified parameters that can be applied condition a reservoir model which can
successfully forward, and reverse model the targeted CO2 reservoir.
The study will be presented in a PhD ending March 1215.
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DATA AND DATA COLLECTION
Cases of study:
•Cores – detailed description
•Deltaneset – Outcrops in a beach cliff 2 km north of injection site
•Edgeøya – Eastern Svalbard - fieldwork in equivalent strata in August 2012
•Tertiary tidal depostis in outcrops and cores for comparison
•Statigraphic logs from previous workers
•LIDAR scans
•Tidalites 2012
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